Modern automotive engines are controlled by the electronic control unit (ECU). The electronically-controlled automotive engine power & torque are significantly affected with effective tune-up of ECU control parameters. Current practice of ECU tune-up relies on the experience of the automotive engineer. The engine tine-up is usually done by trial-and-error method, and then the vehicle engine is run on the dynamometer to test the actual engine output power and torque. Obviously the current practice costs a large amount of time and money, and may even fail to tune up the engine optimally because a formal power and torque model of the engine has not been determined yet. With an emerging technique, Least Squares Support Vector Machines (LS-SVM), the approximated power and torque model of a vehicle engine can be determined by training the sample data acquired from the dynamometer. The number of dynamometer tests for an engine tune-up can therefore be reduced because the estimated engine power and torque functions can replace the dynamometer tests to a certain extent. Moreover, Bayesian inference is also applied to automatically infer the hyperparameters used in LS-SVM so as to eliminate the work of cross-validation, and this leads to a significant reduction in training time.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, automotive engines are four-stroke electronic fuel injection engines and they are controlled by the electronic control unit (ECU). The automotive engine power performance usually refers to output power and torque, and they are significantly affected by the setup of control parameters in the ECU. Normally, the output performance data of a car engine is obtained through dynamometer (dyno) tests. An example of power performance data of an engine output horsepower and torque against speeds is shown in Fig.1 . Traditionally, the setup of ECU is done by the vehicle manufacturer. However, in recent, the programmable ECU and ECU editor have been widely adopted by many high performance passenger cars. These devices allow the non-factory engineers to tune up their engines according to different add-on components and driver's requirements.
Fig. 1 Example of engine output horsepower and torque curves
Current practice of engine tune-up relies on the experience of the automotive engineer who will handle a huge number of combinations of engine control parameters. The relationship between the input and output parameters of an automotive engine is a complex multi-variable nonlinear function, which is very difficult to be determined, because the automotive engine is an integration of thermo-fluid, electromechanical and computer control systems. Consequently, engine fine tune-up is usually done by trial-and-error method. The engineer first guesses an ECU setup based on his/her experience and then the engine is run on a dynamometer to test the actual engine performance. The term, engine power performance, always refers to the engine output power and torque. If the performance is poor, the engineer adjusts the ECU parameters and repeats the procedure until the performance is satisfactory. That is why vehicle manufacturers normally spend many months to tune-up an engine optimally for a new car model. Moreover, the performance function is engine dependent as well. Every engine must undergo the similar tune-up procedure.
By knowing the performance function/model, the automotive engineers can predict if a trial engine setup is gain or loss via a computer. The car engine only requires going through a dynamometer test for verification after estimating a satisfactory setup from the function. Hence the number of unnecessary dynamometer tests for the trail setup can be drastically reduced so as to save a large amount of time and money for testing.
Recent researches have described the use of neural networks for modeling the diesel engine emission (Brace, 1998; Traver et al., 1999; Su et al., 2002; Yan et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2004) and fuel consumption (Shayler, 1995) based on experimental data. It is well known that a neural network is a universal estimator (Bishop, 1995) . It has in general, however, two main drawbacks for its learning process (Haykin, 1999) .
(1) The architecture, including the number of hidden neurons, has to be determined a priori or modified while training by heuristic, which results in a non-necessarily optimal network structure.
(2) The training process (i.e., the minimization of the residual squared error cost function) in neural networks can easily be stuck by local minima. Various ways of preventing local minima, like early stopping, weight decay, etc., are employed. However, those methods greatly affect the generalization of the estimated function, i.e., the capacity of handling new input cases. Traditional mathematical methods for nonlinear regression (Rencher, 2002 ) may be applied to estimate the engine power and torque models. It works by transforming the nonlinear data space into linear data space, i.e., removing the nonlinearity, and then performs linear regression over the transformed data space. However, there are two main drawbacks of nonlinear regression methods: (1) These nonlinear transformations are not guaranteed to retain the information of the transformed data. Usually after the transformation, the training data would be distorted and hence affecting the predictability of the regressed model from the transformed training data. (2) These nonlinear transformations can work well only for low dimensional data set. In the current application, an engine setup involves huge number of adjustable parameters.
Constructing the prediction models in such a high-dimensional and nonlinear data space is very difficult for traditional regression methods. So, it is not recommended to apply the traditional nonlinear regression methods for high dimensional data set. With an emerging technique of Support Vector Machines (SVM) (Cristianini and ShaweTaylor, 2000; Vapnik, 1998) combining the advantages of neural networks (handling large amount of highly nonlinear data) and nonlinear regression (high generalization), the issues of high dimensionality as well as the previous drawbacks from neural networks are overcome. In view of the above reasons, the class of SVM method is proposed to estimate the engine power and torque models based on the experimental data such that it can be used for precision performance prediction.
EMPLOYED TECHNIQUES

Least Squares Support Vector Machines
SVM is an interdisciplinary field of machine learning, optimization, statistical learning and generalization theory. It is also another category of feed-forward networks (Haykin, 1999) . Basically it can be used for pattern classification and function estimation. Since the paper focuses on function estimation, the discussion is only related to function estimation issues.
SVM is a very nice framework or methodology to formulate the mathematical program for the training error function used in any application. No matter which application, SVM formulates the training process (i.e., minimization of squared residual error function) as a Quadratic Programming (QP) problem for the weights with regularization factor included. Since QP problem is a convex function, the solution returned is global (or even unique) instead of many local ones, unlike neural networks. This result ensures the high generalization of the trained SVM models over neural networks.
Least squares support vector machines (LS-SVM) (Suykens et al., 2002 ) is a variant of SVM, which employs least square errors in the training error function. SVM solves nonlinear regression problems by means of convex quadratic program (QP) and the sparseness is obtained as a result of this QP problem. However, QP problems are inherently difficult to be solved. Although many commercial packages exist in the world for solving QP problems, it is still preferred to have a simpler formulation. LS-SVM solves a set of linear equations that is easier to use or solve than QP problems. In addition, LS-SVM requires only two hyper-parameters for Radial Basis Function kernel whereas SVM requires three hyper-parameters. Moreover, the threshold b is returned as part of the LS-SVM solution while on the contrary SVM must calculate the threshold b separately. In view of the above advantages, LS-SVM is proposed in this paper. The detail description of the LS-SVM methodology is shown below.
Consider the dataset, D = {(x 1 , y 1 ), …, (x N , y N )}, with N engine setups (i.e. data points for training) where x k ∈ R n represents the engine input parameters (including ECU adjustable and environmental parameters) in the k th sample point k=1,2,…N (i.e. the kth engine setup), y k ∈ R is the engine output torque in the kth sample data point based on the engine setup x k , k = 1 to N. LS-SVM deals with the following optimization problem in the primal weight space. ϕ is a nonlinear mapping, n is the dimension of x k , and n h is the dimension of the unknown feature space. The model of the estimated function is considered as
However, w may be in very high or even infinite dimensions that cannot be solved directly. In order to resolve the problem, the Lagrangian of Eq. (1) is constructed to derive the dual problem and the Lagrangian is as follows:
where α k ∈α are Lagrange multipliers. The conditions for optimality are given by
After elimination of the variables w and e in Eq. (3) using the results from Eq. (4), the LS-SVM dual formulation of nonlinear function estimation is then expressed as follows (Suykens et al., 2002) :
, and γ∈R is regularization factor (which is a hyper-parameter for tuning). The kernel trick is employed as follows:
where K is a predefined kernel function. The resulting LS-SVM model for function estimation is constructed by substituting the result of Eq. (4), i.e.,
(2) and becomes
where α k , b∈R are the solution of Eq. (5), x is the new input setup for engine power performance prediction, and Radial Basis Function (RBF) is chosen as the kernel function K, which is the common choice for modeling. In the RBF, σ specifies the kernel sample variance which is also a hyperparameter for tuning. Based on Eq. (7), the engine output performance model y can be easily obtained. The output performance is only the engine torque at a certain engine speed because the power of an engine at the certain speed is calculated using Eq. (8) (Pulkrabek, 2004) .
where HP r : Engine power at the corresponding engine speed r (Hp)
T r : Engine torque at the corresponding engine speed r (kgm) r : Engine speed (RPM : Revolution per minute)
Even though LS-SVM seems to be a good modeling tool, if garbage data is passed in, garbage results are returned, this is a natural law -Garbage In Garbage Out (Pyle, 1999) . In practical automotive engine tune-up, many adjustable parameters or input variables are involved. For a complete ECU setup, the number of input variables is usually more than 40, even the engine full-load condition is assumed. It may be imagined that the combination of 40 parameters is very massive. Moreover, the variables are nonlinearly correlated and ECU dependent. For tuning up a new ECU, even an experienced automotive engineer also does not know clearly which adjustable parameters will have significant contribution to the output power and torque at the particular engine speed for a specific engine. Hence data preprocessing is necessary to filter out some unimportant adjustable parameters to the engine and output performance, resulting in high accuracy of the model constructed. Traditional statistical methods (Rencher, 2002) are not capable to handle high dimensionality and nonlinear data space. To overcome this problem, dimensionality reduction is usually applied. However, reducing some input variables may cause information loss because the input variables themselves may be highly correlated (and perhaps nonlinearly). Under this situation, (Suykens et al., 2002; Schölkopf & Smola, 2002) , is proposed to effectively reduce the nonlinear-correlated adjustable engine parameters in the input space.
Kernel Principal Components Analysis
A well-known and frequently used technique for dimensionality reduction for input space is Principal Components Analysis (PCA) (Shlens, 2005) (9) is equivalent to solving the following eigenvalue problem:
where the matrix C is symmetric and positive semidefinite. (9) (10) PCA always performs well in dimensionality reduction when the input variables are linearly distributed. However, for nonlinear case, PCA cannot give good performance. Hence PCA is extended to a nonlinear version under support vector machines (SVM) formulation (Suykens et al., 2002; Twining and Taylor, 2001; Twining and Taylor, 2003) . This nonlinear version is called Kernel Principal Components Analysis (KPCA). The basic idea of KPCA remains the same as PCA except kernel trick is applied. Radial Basis Function as shown in Eq. (11) is selected for kernel function, which is a common rule of thumb,
where σ is the user predefined standard deviation, and p, q ∈ R n . The LS-SVM formulation of KPCA can be found in (Suykens et al., 2002) , and Eq.(12) lists out the dual problem formulation with regularization for KPCA. In order to obtain the dimensions of maximal variance, the user selects the eigenvectors α α α α j ∈ R N corresponding to the largest eigenvalues λ j : 
APPLICATION OF LS-SVM TO MODEL PETROL ENGINE POWER PERFORMANCE
The section discusses the applications of LS-SVM without data preprocessing and LS-SVM with data preprocessing for modeling an electronically-controlled petrol engine power performance. The results obtained by both methods are then compared and discussed in Section 4.
Modeling without data preprocessing
The training dataset is expressed as D = {(x i , y i )}, i=1 to N. Practically, there are many input control parameters which are also ECU and engine dependent. Moreover, the engine (12) (11) (13) horsepower and torque curves are normally obtained at full-load condition and one atmosphere pressure. For demonstrating the LS-SVM methodology, the following common adjustable ECU and environmental parameters are selected to be the input (i.e., engine setup) at engine full-load condition: The engine speed range for this research has been selected from 1000 rpm to 8000 rpm. Although the engine speed r is a continuous variable, in practical ECU setup, the engineer normally fills the setup parameters for each category of engine speed in a map format. The map is usually divided the speed range discretely with interval 500, i.e. r ∈ {1000, 1500, 2000, 2500…,8000}. Therefore, it is unnecessary to build a function across all speeds. Figure  2 shows one example map in an ECU setup. So, r is manually divided with a specified interval of 500 instead of any integer ranging from 0 to 8000. Fig. 3 Example of fuel map in a typical ECU setup where the engine speed (RPM) is discretely divided As the training data is engine speed dependent, another notation D r is used to further specify a dataset containing the data with respect to a specific r. For a subset D r , it is passed to the LS-SVM regression module, Eq.(5), in order to construct fifteen torque models M r (Eq. (7)) with respect to engine speed r. According to the division of training data, there are totally 15 torque functions, i.e., M r (x)=M r ={M 1000 , M 1500 , …, M 8000 }. In this way, the LS-SVM module is run for fifteen times. In every run, a different subset D r is used as training set to estimate its corresponding torque function. An engine torque against engine speed curve is therefore obtained by fitting a curve that passes through all data points generated by M 1000 , M 1500 , …, M 8000 . 
Modeling with data preprocessing
Fifteen training subsets are denoted by D x r , where r ∈ {1000, 1500, 2000, 2500…,8000}. Each of D x,r is equal to D r \{T r }, which means the data sets just include all input variables except the output variable. Together a total of 15 times of KPCA procedure are run so that all D x,r are transformed to D KPCA,r respectively.
The same modeling procedure of LS-SVM and schema described in Section 3.1 are then applied to D KPCA,r in order to construct fifteen torque functions M KPCA,r with respect to the engine speed r. .
Data Sampling and Implementation
In practical engine setup, the automotive engineer determines an initial setup, which can basically start the engine, and then the engine is fine-tuned by adjusting the parameters about the initial setup values. Therefore, the input parameters are sampled based on the data points about an initial setup supplied by the engine builder. In the experiment, a sample dataset D of 2000 different engine setups along with power performance has been acquired from a Honda B18C DOHC VTEC engine controlled by a programmable ECU, MoTeC M400 (Fig. 4) , running on a chassis dynamometer (Fig.5) at wide open throttle with Lambda control.
After collection of sample dataset D, for every data subset D r ⊂D, it is randomly divided into two sets: TRAIN r for training and TEST r for testing, such that D r =TRAIN r ∪TEST r , where TRAIN r contains 80% of D r and TEST r holds the remaining 20% (Fig.6) . Then every TRAIN r is sent to the LS-SVM module and KPCA+LS-SVM module for training, and hence two different sets of 15 torque functions constructed by the two methods are obtained. Both modules have been implemented using LS-SVMlab (Pelckmans et al., 2003) , a MATLAB toolbox under MS Windows XP. Implementation and other important issues are discussed in the following sub-sections. 
Data normalization and de-normalization
In order to have a more accurate regression result, the dataset is conventionally normalized before training and data transformation (Pyle, 1999) . This prevents any parameter from dominating the output value. For all input and output values, it is necessary to be normalized within the range [0,1], i.e. unit variance, through the following transformation formula:
where, v min and v max are the minimum and maximum domain values of the input or output parameter v respectively. For example, v∈ [5, 38] , v min =5 and v max =38. The limits for each input and output parameter of the test engine should be predetermined via a number of experiments or expert knowledge or manufacturer data sheets. As all input and output values are normalized, the output torque value v * produced by the engine performance models is not the actual value. It must be re-substituted into Eq. (14) in order to obtain the actual output torque value v.
(14)
Error function
To verify the accuracy of each function of M r , an error function has been established. For a certain function M r , the corresponding validation error is:
where r ∈ {1000, 1500, 2000, 2500…,8000}, and x k ∈ R n is the engine input parameters of k th data point in a test set or a validation set, y k is the true torque value in the data point d k = (x k , y k ) representing the k th data point and N is the number of data points in the test set or validation set.
The error E r is a root-mean-square of the difference between the true torque value y k of a test point d k and its corresponding estimated torque value M r (x k ). The difference is also divided by the true torque y k , so that the result is normalized within the range [0, 1]. It can ensure the error E r also lies in that range. Hence the accuracy rate for each torque function of M r is calculated using the following formula:
E Accuracy
Procedures for tuning hyper-parameters in LS-SVM and KPCA
According to Eqs. (5), (7) and (11), it can be noted that the user has to adjust one hyperparameter (σ) in KPCA and two hyper-parameters (γ, σ) in LS-SVM. Without knowing their best values for these hyperparameters, all estimated torque functions could not achieve high generalization. In order to select the best values for these hyperparameters, 10-fold cross validation is usually applied (Suykens et al., 2002) , but it takes a very long time. Recently, there is a more sophisticated Bayesian framework (Suykens et al., 2002 ) that can automatically infer the hyperparameter values for LS-SVM.
Given a set of training examples, Bayesian inference is a very robust framework to compute the distribution of the estimated model parameters based on the training examples. Based on the distribution of the model parameters computed, the optimal model parameters values can be predicted. As the theory using Bayesian inference to predict the hyperparameters γ and σ is out of the scope of this research, it is not discussed in detail.
The basic idea of the hyperparameters inference procedure using Bayesian framework (Mackay, 1995; Van Gestel et al., 2001 ) is based on a modified version of LS-SVM program in Eq. (17), where µ is now the regularization factor instead of γ, and ζ is the variance of the noise for residual e k (assuming constant variance): (17), it directly becomes Eq. (1). Fig. 7 briefly illustrates the algorithm for Bayesian inference for these two hyperparameters based on a certain data set TRAIN r , and this figure is drawn by referring to (Van Gestel et al., 2001) . Although the inference procedure is theoretically very complicated, (Pelckmans et al., 2003) has provided a MATLAB/C toolbox to handle this inference procedure.
Unfortunately, up to now there is no automatic method for finding the hyperparameter for KPCA. Nevertheless, the research objective is to compare the accuracy of the regressed models with and without data transformation, it is still fair to compare model accuracy even under the simplest hyper-parameter. Hence, the hyper-parameter (σ) for KPCA is set to 1.
Training
First of all, the training data is normalized; if KPCA is applied, it should be transformed after normalization. After that, the hyperparameters (γ,σ) for the target torque functions are inferred at this point. Since there are fifteen target torque functions, then fifteen individual sets of hyperparameters (γ r , σ r ) are inferred with respect to r. The detailed inference procedure for a certain training data set TRAIN r is listed in Fig. 7 . After obtaining the fifteen pairs of inferred hyperparameters (γ MP,r , σ MP,r ), where the subscript MP stands for maximum posterior, the training data set TRAIN r is used for calculating the support values α α α α and threshold b in Eq. (5). Finally, the target function M r can be constructed using Eq. (7). Fig. 7 Bayesian inference procedure for hyperparameters (γ, σ) (Van Gestel et al., 2001) 4. RESULTS
LS-SVM results without data preprocessing
After obtaining all torque functions for an engine, their accuracies are evaluated one by one against their own test sets TEST r using Eqs. (15) and (16). According to the accuracy shown in Table 2 , the predicted results are in good agreement with the actual test results under their hyperparameters (γ MP,r , σ MP,r ) inferred using the procedure described in Fig. 7 .
The objective of Bayesian inference is to find all σ r for discrete engine speeds r, such that ) | ( 
LS-SVM results with data preprocessing
To examine the performance of data preprocessing technique, the input data for engine model construction is transformed by KPCA before applying LS-SVM. The results obtained are then compared with the LS-SVM method without data preprocessing, in order to check which method is the best fit to this application. Figure 8 shows how the results are obtained under the integration of LS-SVM and KPCA. After obtaining all torque models for an engine, their accuracies are evaluated one by one against their own test sets TEST r using Eqs. (15) and (16) as well. According to the results shown in Table 3 , the predicted results are in good agreement with the actual test results. According to this estimation, KPCA+LS-SVM only takes 85.5% of training time of LS-SVM without data transformation because of elimination of number of input variables for processing.
Even the LS-SVM methods compare with standard SVM; the LS-SVM methods supplemented with Bayesian inference require less training time because of elimination of traditional 10-fold cross-validation for guessing hyperparameters.
CONCLUSIONS
LS-SVM plus Bayesian inference is firstly applied to produce a set of torque function for an electronically-controlled automotive engine according to different engine speeds. According to Eq. (8), the engine power is calculated based on the engine torque. In this research, the torque functions are separately regressed based on fifteen sets of sample data acquired from an automotive engine through the chassis dynamometer. The engine torque functions developed are very useful for vehicle fine tune-up because the effect of any trial ECU can be predicted to be gain or loss before running the vehicle engine on a dynamometer or road test.
If the engine performance with a trial ECU setup can be predicted to be gain, the vehicle engine is then run on a dynamometer for verification. If the engine performance is predicted to be loss, the dynamometer test is unnecessary and another engine setup should be made. Hence, the function for prediction can greatly reduce the number of expensive dynamometer tests, which saves not only the time taken for optimal tune-up, but also the large amount of expenditure on fuel, spare parts and lubricants, etc. It is also believed that the function can let the automotive engineer predict if his/her new engine setup is gain or loss during road tests, where the dynamometer is unavailable.
Even though LS-SVM is a promising modeling technique, its performance can be further improved by performing data preprocessing method. KPCA is also firstly applied to be a data preprocessing technique for this application. KPCA can transform irrelevant adjustable variables into a compact subset, while retaining the information content as much as possible. Consequently, the model complexity and training time for model construction can be reduced because of fewer variables (lower data dimension). Moreover, experiments have been done to indicate the accuracy of the torque functions built by KPCA+LS-SVM, and the results are highly satisfactory. In comparison to the traditional LS-SVM method, the LS-SVM plus KPCA outperforms about 3.02% in overall accuracy under the same test set and its training time is approximately 14.5% less than that using LS-SVM. It is also believed that the model accuracy and the training time could be improved by increasing the number of training data, and fine tune-up of hyper-parameters in KPCA.
From the perspective of automotive engineering, the construction of electronicallycontrolled automotive engine power and torque functions using KPCA + LS-SVM is a new attempt and this methodology can also be applied to different kinds of vehicle engine setup problems.
